Adn'amatana (Sch), Adnjamadana (AIAS), Andjamatana (Sch), Adnymatana (SAW), Anjamatana (C, Mountford); Umbertana (place name - C): Wailbi (AC, APE, AIAS), Wailpi (RMB, O'G, 'RLS'), Ararru and Mathari - names of two matrilineal moieties (LH)

Wailbi is a subgroup of Adnjamadana and sometimes covers it or is an alternate name for it. Wurm (1970) listed separately but it appears they are linguistically one unit. In 1965 it was estimated there were over 30 speakers in the Leigh Creek, Innamincka, Nepabunna region, children as well as adults speaking it. Others live at Copley, Beltana, Hawker, Quorn, and the greatest number of all at Port Augusta. (LH) (Note: Archualda should be deleted from the list of alternate names in 'RLS', 61.4, p 92) Hercus has been working on this dialect in collaboration with Schebeck, especially on the pronouns and kinship system in relation to the pronominal usage as seen from the viewpoint of female Ego. Schebeck has written "Adnymatana Pronouns and the Wailpi Kinship System" ed. L.A. Hercus & I.M. White. (AIAS, 1974)

61.5a Yardliyawara Eastern side of northern Flinders Range

Derived from yardli 'man' and yawara 'word', 'language'

Jadliaura (T, AC, orig. AIAS, O'G, 'RLS'), Yadliaura (SAW), Yadliyawara (SAW), Yardliyawara (LH, AIAS)

Closely related to Adnjamadana. Hercus has collected one tape of vocabulary and phrases (1971) from one informant. She says there are similarities with the Yarli Subgroup, especially to Maljangaba, 76c, so there is doubt whether to classify here or there.

'man': jura mira ('man': mira) (JHM); jardli (LH)

61.5b Nugunu Eastern side of Spencer Gulf to Broughton River & from Crystal Brook north to Port Augusta; east to Melrose, Gladstone & north to Quorn; at Baroota (AC & LH)
Nuguna (SAW, AC), Nugunu (AC, APE, Hercus, AIAS), Nukuna (SAW, O'G, 'RLS'), Nukunu (SAW), Nukunnu (Schur), Njuguna (AC)

Hercus has collected a few scanty remnants from a migratory informant and comments it is close to Guyan and Banggala.

(Breen's name should be deleted from 'RLS' p. 93 as having collected some material.)

61.5c Ngadjuri In Orroroo, Peterborough, L36 (AIAS L5) Burra and Robertstown districts, S.A. ('RLS')

Ngadjuri (T, AC, APE, AIAS, O'G, 'RLS')

It appears that Tindale's vocabulary, 1937, and the vocabulary of 320 words by Berndt & Vogelsang, 1941, were the last opportunities to record this dialect.

61.5d Gaurna From near Crystal Brook L14 (AIAS L3) in north to Cape Jervis in south and inland to Mt. Lofty Ranges (Robert Edwards, 1972)

Gaurna (AC, AIAS), Kaurna (T, O'G, 'RLS'), Kurumidlanta (Banggala term), Widninga (Ngadjuri term)

Extinct since 1850.

61.5e Narangga Southern part of Yorke Peninsula L34 (AIAS L1)

Narangga (AC, APE, Eggington, O'G, 'RLS'), Narranga (T), Narrangu (Black), Narrungga (Ellis), Adjahdurah, Adja-dura (tribal name meaning 'my people' - Sutton)

Sutton (1882) said the tribe had four local divisions: Koornarrah (north), Winderah (east), Dilpah (south) and Warree (west). The dialect is apparently extinct, probably since 1936 when Tindale recorded some, though Hercus and Ellis recorded a little music 5 or 6 years ago.